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Debaters rock national competition

By AMY J. SAVAGE

Despite the fact that George Mason University had twice as many speakers as Liberty to help make it through the quarterfinals, the LU debate team overcame the odds and won the American Debate Association National Tournament, held March 10-12, at Boston College, by a substantial margin.

This was the team's second-place finish in the American Debate Association standings — the debate team's first-ever national title.

“We’ve never won the ADA or any of the debate negotiations before, so I’m very pleased with what happened at the tournament,” Coach Brent O’Donnell said. “We set a goal at the beginning of the year to finish third, and we kids worked very hard all year to meet that goal, and we were able to do it.”

Adam Mihlan, a senior varsity debater, explained that the team’s success is a result of everyone’s dedication and willingness to work hard. “I think we have the team to do it,” he said.

This year’s victory means that Liberty dominates the ADA national rankings. This is a huge margin of victory compared to the rest of the field, and I think the reason we had this success is that we have been well-funded and good at everything,” Coach Brent O’Donnell said.

“Coach Strout’s plan was to be our chief competitor,” the coach explained. “He’s the top gun in the quarterfinals, so our plan was to get the best possible seed in our rounds. We had a few unexpected decisions where we lost one of the best teams in the ADA to the final round. This means that Liberty has lost every one of the other teams in the ADA elimination rounds.”

The Liberty Champion's Person of the Week was...Who exactly are these music makers — posters abounding in the DeMoss bulletin boards to the practice of music at the university? Editor in Chief Shannon Harrington discusses the good impact such artistic enterprises have on We. While some students were spending their springs doing nothing, others were reaching across the nation, one group of students was heating up the inner cities. Promise Keepers is clearly a movement of God's purpose. Nothing quite like Wisconsin has happened in our city before, but that is exactly what the Promise Keepers is about. Promise Keepers is to draw men together for the purpose of developing a healthy, growing relationship with God, a spiritual scenario of compromise between our current lifestyles and what the Bible demands. Among the speakers at Saturday's Promise Keepers event in Lynchburg were Dr. Adrian Rogers, pastor of Bellevue Testament church and change our corner of the world. In the first place, there are many sophisticated investors to the cleaners for seven years. While incarcerated, he was led to salvation by a preacher he heard at church. Minkow had already claimed a law degree while in prison. He was sentenced to house incarceration until April 12, 1995. Before his release, though, he earned a B.A. degree. Minkow was released in 1994, and continued to house incarceration until April 12, 1995. Before his release, though, he earned a B.A. degree. However, Wall Street and the world learned all too soon that "ZZZ" Best and Minkow were nothing but a fantasy. The team was shocked at the team's unexpected 2-3 win against Wall Street. As one elimination round, it is a huge margin of victory compared to the rest of the field, and I think the reason we had this success is that we have been well-funded and good at everything,” Coach Brent O’Donnell said.
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“Coach Strout’s plan was to be our chief competitor,” the coach explained. “He’s the top gun in the quarterfinals, so our plan was to get the best possible seed in our rounds. We had a few unexpected decisions where we lost one of the best teams in the ADA to the final round. This means that Liberty has lost every one of the other teams in the ADA elimination rounds.”

The Liberty Champion's Person of the Week was...
**King's Players present comedy**

**BY ANDREW LYONS**

Champion reporter

The King's Players presented the good, the bad and the humorous aspects of relationships in their presentation of Paul McCusker's "Trundy Outing" in the Lycett Auditorium Friday night.

The play presents the troubles of a Christian family as they vacation in their newly purchased, once seriously run-down cottage.

In the cottage, neurotics David and Bob played by Steve Kyle and Vanessa Clemens embark on marital life. "Staying with David's parents Jim and Charlie, played by Jonathan Stevens and Sarah Bellamy, who are attempting to save their marriage.

"It's showing real situations that actually happen with real families and showing things that should look out for if we actually try to get into a marriage relationship," said Freedom Corey Brocks, who headed the Friday performance.

"The school does not know how the sprinkler in the building was not activated when the fire started," he added.

"There will be repairs between 10 and 10:30 this morning because the ceiling is bent," he said.

"All things went reasonably well. We had obviously one very sick cast member," he said.

"There are no signs of smoke or damage, except on the ceiling. There is no evidence yet, so we are not sure if it's evidence that they have made progress," Black said.

"We are going to participate in the Santa's Elves and survey, donating gifts at the children's home," Jennings said. "If we can get our readers to do the same, we would be very happy."
Hemphill shares testimony, song in Hawaii

By SARAH K. POLLAK
Champion Reporter

When LJ graduate student Hemphill compassed "Shine the Light" during his devotional one day, he had no idea how popular it would become: This song, his most successful composition, is a tribute to the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. According to Hemphill, it has been played all over the United States, especially during February in honor of Black History Month.

The song also resulted in the student being invited as an honored guest at the "Hemphill University of Hawaii." In between bouts with the bull, he had the opportunity to perform his song, share his testimony with other celebrities and present his views on various social issues to a class at the University of Hawaii.

Hemphill, along with the other performers, was awarded citations by the University of Hawaii and the Hawaii House of Representatives and Senate.

The creation inspired him to found his services to the event and for coming to Hawaii for Black History Month. Hemphill was also invited to attend next year's conference.

In the past, Hemphill has performed in front of the North Carolina Art Council and song with such artists as the Dramatics, Manhattan, Gospel Music, University of Maryland Choir and Voices Inc. His composing credits include songs for the National Black Child Development Institute and the David Allen Worship Choir.

The purpose of the trip was so that he could sing at the O'Pal/Dragoon, Marshall Fundraising Banquet on Friday, March 30, which was to be the culmination of the week, and to be in concert to a few of the school's classes.

However, Hemphill said he also saw this as an opportunity to share his faith with those around him.

"I saw this as a chance to minister and witness to the celebrities," Hemphill said.

He said he had the chance to share his testimony with actor Danny Glover, singer Anita Pointer and students who were asked to "point out the parts in the music that they felt were meaningful." Hemphill also lectured in an American Studies class at the University of Hawaii at Manoa as a part of a contract he had with the university.

Speaking to the class who had been studying the abortion issue, Hemphill spoke about abstinence and abortion.

Hemphill said his talk seemed to have an effect on the students. He noted that there was an "overwhelming response" made by the students.

One English student who came up to him after his talk said that he had never considered abortion as an option before.

"I think it's true that I've learned that the harvest is truly plentiful," Hemphill said.

"There are so many of people out there who need to hear about the Savior."
### Promised Keepers crowd vines on Promise

**mystery for Christ and that is to reach the lost, the least, the lowly** and the forgotten," said Rogers.

Dr. named Department of Vision.

## Liberty Emergency Services is your source for ADA debate victory high point of year for LU squad

Promised Keepers concluded with Lawrence named top young debater in US

**began the evening of the ARREST and CONVICTION or**

With the law of the land requiring that all vehicles have a rearview mirror, Lawrence said, "I think this year, if we get the last, least, lowest row, we win."
Alabama to bring back chain gangs

WASHINGTON (AP) — Alabama is bringing back the chain gang, thereby becoming the first state in the nation to do so, according to several national corrections organizations.

This spring, inmates will be put in leg irons and paraded around on the prison grounds at least three times a week until the chain gang officially begins operating, Jones said. The new law, which was passed by the state legislature last year, is set to take effect on May 1. Jones is carrying out a directive from Governor Robert Bentley, a Republican, who is expected to sign the bill into law.

The law is part of a broader effort by Bentley to address the state’s prison population crisis. The state’s prison population has grown by over 50 percent in the past decade, and Jones said the state is spending over $80 million per year to house inmates.

The new law will allow for the use of chain gangs for certain types of work, such as landscaping and road construction. Jones said the chain gang will be used to help reduce the state’s prison population and save money.

Inmates will be placed in leg irons and paraded around the prison grounds at least three times a week until the chain gang officially begins operating, according to Jones.
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**Commentary**

By BRENT M. TRIMBLE

Chairman, Republican

Bureaucrats, the source of organiza-
tional, vacuole growth, words and
silently do things. Just do things.

Donald Trump in his book, "The Art of
the Deal," describes bureaucrats as the
"insiders" who are so enmeshed in
capital and government bureaucracies
that they have become "insiders" to
the public, and often part of the
problem they are trying to solve.

This problem, however, isn't great
enough to be remedied by a single
solution. It requires a concerted
effort from all of us to correct the
imbalance of power and authority
that exists in our society.

In the words of Bono, the Palm Springs
mayor, "You have a problem, and you
have to do something about it.

I've been working on it since 1985. It's
almost finished."

Hatred of homosexuals is not sin.
It is a form of bias that is contrary to
the teachings of Jesus Christ.

Christians are called to love and
encourage each other, regardless of
gender or sexual orientation.

In a world where hate is often
unjustified, love should be our
motto. Let us work together to create
a world where all individuals are
treated with respect and dignity.

By BETTY GOTTEN

Chairman, Republican

Rumors of the death of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) have been greatly
exaggerated. The IRS is still very much alive and functioning.

However, the controversy surrounding the
IRS's handling of certain business tax returns has raised serious
concerns about the agency's ability to serve the public.

As a result, the IRS has announced
a new initiative to improve its services
and enhance taxpayers' experiences.

The IRS has also launched a new
website, IRS.gov, to provide
up-to-date information and
resources for taxpayers.

Furthermore, the IRS has
implemented a new system
for processing and
responding to taxpayer
inquiries.

While these changes are
welcome, there is still much
work to be done.

The IRS must continue
improving its services
and ensuring that taxpayers
are treated with dignity
and respect.

We must all work together to
build a better future for the
IRS and for our nation.

What do you think?

I would love to hear your thoughts on
this topic. Please feel free to share
your thoughts in the comments
section below.

Thank you for reading.
Seniors need to tame the streets during Spring break for youth ministry

What is true humility? Maybe not what you think

TERRENCE GREENE, Sophomore
Chesapeake, Va.

"Students hit the streets during Spring break for youth ministry"

"What RAZ?" — Mark Brewer, Senior
Dallas, Texas

"Play games to make hall meeting more fun" — Nancy Jamison, Freshman
San Antonio, Tex.

"Trusting you." — Curtis Farrington, Senior
Nassau, Bahamas

MOUTH

Putting a ping pong table in the dorm? — Kenny Kuguru, Freshman
Nairobi, Kenya

"They're our friends, not just our RAZ." — Terrell Greene, Sophomore
Chesapeake, Va.

"Played dumb to keep us out of trouble." — Marc Russ, Senior
Dallas, Tex.

"That's why they call us freshmen, not just RAZ." — Teresa Green, Sophomore
Chesapeake, Va.

"What RAZ?" — Mark Brewer, Senior
Dallas, Texas

...in addition to winning the award for "Most Likely to Win an Oscar," he also won a Tony Award for Best Actor in a Musical. His performance in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" was so impressive that critics called him "the perfect embodiment of the part." He spent months preparing for the role, immersing himself in the character and studying the score of the musical extensively. His dedication paid off, and the breakthrough performance earned him critical acclaim and numerous awards.

In conclusion, the actor's hard work and commitment to his craft have resulted in a career full of high-profile roles and significant achievements. He continues to inspire audiences worldwide with his talent and dedication to the art of acting.

What is true humility? Maybe not what you think

The term "humility" can be subjective and may mean different things to different people. However, one characteristic universally associated with humility is being teachable. A teachable heart is open and receptive to learning and growth, recognizing that there is always more to learn. It acknowledges that others have valuable perspectives and experiences to share, and it is willing to listen and apply what is learned. This quality is evident in the actor's approach to his craft, where he continually seeks to improve and expand his range as an actor.

Moreover, humility often involves being approachable and accessible to others. It is a quality that can foster strong relationships and trust. In the actor's case, his willingness to interact with fans and participate in interviews and public appearances demonstrates his openness and accessibility, which can be seen as an extension of his humble nature.

In conclusion, true humility is not just about downplaying one's accomplishments or avoiding recognition. It involves being teachable, approachable, and willing to listen and learn from others. The actor's example shows that humility can be a powerful asset in personal and professional relationships, as well as in artistic endeavors.
higher VOLUME for a higher POWER

Liberty musicians seek to reach the "lost generation."

"I think a lot of people look at Christianity as just a rulebook. It doesn't have to be so square." — Jeremy Parker

"We want people to see in our lives that we are really crazy about the Lord." — Ramey Harder

"Every song is like a piece of me — what I believe and what I stand for." — Ben Larson

"I'm in it to have fun where I am and minister now," says Ben Larson. "I want people to see that God has called us to minister in a way that God has called us to minister." — Chris Blaney

"We're a Christian Weird Al Yankovic." — Micah Guadio

"It's not about being a Christian, it's about being a Christian. We believe in Jesus's parables, challenges listeners to go out into the secular crowd, and we don't want anyone to "wonder what the hell the Lord has in mind."
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Rail Check is taking a journey toward ministry as a band and in the Lord's Vineyard, one of their lead vocalists, said. "We're a Christian Weird Al Yankovic." — Micah Guadio
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Two Mikes: one mission: return to top

"I want to be like Mike." It is the dream of sports fans all over America and the world. Mike, or Michael Jordan, the world of sports is burning with the myth of the glory of the one. Mike, or Michael Jordan, the world of sports will not only capture the Chicago Bulls' moment but also enable thenev to realize the greatness of the NBA.

"I will be the best," Mike Jordan once said, "even if it means chasing you into the stands after the game, took the sport to a higher plateau."

"Two Mikes, Jordan, both Mikes dominated their respective sports, yet it paints a disturbing portrait of the state of being. The sport is in such a sad state that it has become a popular pastime."

"Two Mikes," the lack of an undisputed king has hurt the sport, and Mike Tyson's victory will hurt his overall marketability, but you never know the value of something until it's lost, and you don't know the well of big boxing events has been pushed from Mike's departure.

"The era of two Mikes," Tyson has brought class back to the league. Mike Tyson has brought class back to the league. Mike Tyson has brought class back to the league. Mike Tyson has brought class back to the league. Mike Tyson has brought class back to the league.
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Soccer signs three players for '95

By JOSHUA COOLEY

Champions Report

The Liberty men's soccer team announced that 15-year-old South Carolina native Jeremiah Williams has signed a letter of intent to attend Liberty University in the fall of 1995.

"We are looking up the road beyond '96 to graduate seniors," Head Coach Rick Reeves said.

"These boys are looking for more than a good season. They're looking into recruiting another soccer player from England but could not mention the player's name because the player has not taken his SATs yet."

The Liberty men's soccer team signed three players in a game held earlier this season. Johnson was one of the many Flames who suffered injuries this season. In this game, the Flames had to grow up quickly with many hardships this team has faced on the court.

Robinson went three for four at the plate, knocked up four runs, hit a two-run single in the second, a two-run double in the fifth, and knocked in two. "I'm in one of the ways we're playing. We're hitting really well. I think we can keep on doing it," he said.

Smith pitched five strong innings, but had six hits and scored by_SHARE_2.

Smith struck out five batters, but had six hits and scored by_SCORE_.

Smith pitched 5 2/3 innings in his first appearance since taking a line drive on the hand.

Smith improved his record to 3-3 at the Flames defeated Westerberg 9-8 in sheet.
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As of January 23, 1994, the Liberty Flames had a 3-3 record in their first six games.
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Meyer looks into future

By JOSHUA COOLEY

Chapel Haven

The 1994-95 Flames basketball season cannot merely be described as "rebuilding." Liberty finished the season 12-17 overall and 3-1 in the Big South Conference — the first time since the ugly 5-23 season of 1990-'91 that LU has wound up below .500, impressive victories over James Madison 69-63, 72-59. LU also overcame Western Radford, 68-57, and Towson State, 64-57. There were other losses, but the fact is that the program's third year under head coach Larry Jackson has been a lackluster campaign.

"Looking back, you could say our schedule was too tough for this group," Head Coach Jeff Meyer said. "They have had opportunities of giving us our kids a chance to get to the NCAA tournament without an automatic bid. We planed the teams that would have given our team a chance to do that."

Junior forward Barry Taylor and an talented, newfound potential and energy that the Flames will rely on heavily next year. "They are kids coming back. They feel really good about Liberty, a Second Team All-Big South player, averaged 15.7 points per game, shot 52 percent from the field and posted a Liberty and Big South record 97 blocks. Taylor, LU's premier three-point threat, was a Big South player, averaged 15.7 points per game, and nailed 39 percent of his trey attempts to an ranks 39 of his key statistics on a 47.9 percent per-game clip.

Jackson, a serious candidate for Big South Rookie of the Year, was popular. In '94-'95 but also the fact that the program's schedule strength is being falsified. The top five teams in the Big South Conference are — all on the road Hampton and Virginia Commonwealth will be coming to the Moses Center next season, and Liberty will also travel to Texas to compete in the Baylor Invitational Tournament.

"That's a big order, but Meyer is

Jeff Meyer
Men's Basketball Coach
expecting to cash in on some when not a, new talent and potential, and new players. Three victories of the total will have on heavily next year, according to the coach. "I would rather our former center Peter Alama, posted forward Barry Taylor and freshmen guard Larry Jackson.

"We will build around Peter, Larry and Barry," Meyer said. "They are kids coming back. They feel really good about.

"All we can do is make sure we get to the NCAA tournament without an automatic bid. We planed the teams that would have given our team a chance to do that." Meyer said.

"Who will emerge as the number four position player? There is an overload of prospects — freshmen Eric Sorensen, Darren Hall and Eric Sorensen, Darren Hall and Marcus White, but some of them have really proven themselves," according to Meyer.

Questions about next year, a critical to helping our team get to a higher level." Meyer said.

"The season still lingering in the minds of themselves," according to Meyer. Those questions can be answered — these are all a part of Meyer's and his staff's offseason plan. "All these things really serve to improve this team or make it better a year from now," he said.

Flames Scoreboard

Big South Men's Baseball Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFERENCE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Towson State</td>
<td>W-L: 3-0, L: 8-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Liberty</td>
<td>W-L: 4-2, L: 14-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UNC Greensboro</td>
<td>W-L: 2-1, L: 13-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. UMBC</td>
<td>W-L: 3-3, L: 9-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Radford</td>
<td>W-L: 0-0, L: 9-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. UNC Asheville</td>
<td>W-L: 0-3, L: 4-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Big South Women's Softball Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFERENCE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UMBC</td>
<td>W-L: 2-0, L: 7-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Winthrop</td>
<td>W-L: 2-0, L: 11-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Towson State</td>
<td>W-L: 6-2, L: 9-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. UNC Greensboro</td>
<td>W-L: 4-6, L: 16-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Radford</td>
<td>W-L: 1-1, L: 8-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Liberty</td>
<td>W-L: 1-9, L: 12-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W-L</th>
<th>Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>Big South</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Softball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W-L</th>
<th>Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>8-5</td>
<td>Big South</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>